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in the mlmmmll éluanlity of water, ,acidulated with sulphuric acid. 
. This acid alkaloidal solution was washed l'epeatedly with ether 
-gntil the latter rèmoved no more colouring matter. The solntion 
was then rendered alkaline and again shaken with ether; the 
ethereal so]ution was separated and evaporated to dryness and the 
resid ue was again treated in the way described above, in order to 
obtain the alkaloid finally in as plll'e a conilition as possible. 

This dry alkaloid, which had been purified several times, was 
rlOW dissol ved lp water containing a trace of hydrochloric acid, and 
the ftl,intly acid solutiol1 was evaporated to dryness in a dessic~ator ; 
the residue was dissolved in a few drops of water, and aftel' 
filtration the solution was placed on a mi,rroscope slide. 

A platinum wire which had been moistened with a solution of 
sodium tal'trate, was placed in the previously warmed solution and 
the latte I' was allowed to cool slowly under a double watchglass. 

Aftel' some time needies separated (fig. 1): 
These needIes could be: qllinine tartrate, cinchonidine tartrate or 

a mixture of the two. 
In ord~r to determine whether we were in deed concerned with 

quinine, the needles ''I'ere washed a lew times very carefully with 
a little water, so that they ~'emained on the slide. 

Then a trace of dilute sulphuric acid was added and a Httle of 
a mixtme of equal parts of alcohol, of water, and of ace tic acid 
coloured pale yellow ,by means of'a poLassium, triioclide solution. 
Aftel' a short time thel'e appeared at the edges of the pl'eparatioÎl 
tlie very fine dichroitic Ieaflets' of Hl iodine-qllinine sulphate (fig. 2), 
areaction which is so characteristic of quinine, that the pl'esence 
of thió alkaloid in the seed of C. ledgeriana can no longel' be 
doubted. 

'Finally I mayadel that the séed investigated contained 18.6 % of 
a pale greenish yellow oil, having aspecific gravity of 0.930 at 
180 and a' rotation of _260 at 200 C, in a tube of 20 c.m. 

Physics. - "'T!te 1'eel litldum line ancl t!te spectroscopie elete1'mina
tion of atomie weigläs." By Pl'of. P. ZEEMAN. 

In a former communication I showed th at the reel lithium 1ine 
6708 is a close doublet. The distance between the components was 
found by a rongh measurernent to be of the order of a quarter 
1\.ngström. I IlOW have been able to photogl'aph the rnentioned line 
in tl}e second ordeL' spectrum of a large ROWMND grating', Using an 
iron-arc spectrum in the thil'd order violet, coinciding with the 
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domain of the red lithium line in the serond ordel', the distance or 
the components of the natm'al lithium doublet (6708) was now~ 
measured and found to be 0,144 Àngströms. We can be sure only 
of the second figure. 

A reproduction of the litluum doublet ]S given in Fig. 1. of the 
Plate. Fig. 2 is considered in the communication, immediately following. 
It exlnbits the outer componellts 'of the magnetically divided D-lines 
in the inverse effect, but it may be lIseel now to give an idea of ~ 
the closeness of the lithium doublet, the two narrow sodium lines 
due to the arc-light being also present. As the sodinm- as weIl 
as the lithium-doublet has been photographed in the second order, 
the scale value can be elerived from the first me!ltioned pair. 

RYDBERG, KAYSER anel RaNGE in their research e,s on spectrum seriet: 
have ernphasised that the distances between the components of pair 
lines m a group of chemira,lly related elements increase with the 
atomie weights. With sodium, potassium, rubidium and cesium, the 
ntomic weight is approximately proportional to the square root of 
the distances between the pair lines. 

The ratio of the difference 1'1 between J the frequencies of the 
components of the pair lines and the s.quare of the atomie weight fl, 

should thel'efore be a constant. According to our observation the 
difference of the frequencies for the lithium doublet is 0.32. 

RITZ 1) came fo the conclusion, aresuit to which my attention 
has been kindly drawn by Dl'. LADENBURG, that for related elements 
the diffel'ence of the constants PI and P2 of RITZ'S spectrum f~l'mula 
divided by the square of the atomie weight is even more nearly 

VI 
constant than the ratio -. 

fl,2 

Taking for Li2) p=-0.0.J.7510=p~, I calculate p\ =-0.047521. 
We thus fiud for the alkalis: 

1'1 • :0
3 

3) 

w 
(P2--Pl) . 10· 

fl,2 

Li 

6.53 

0.022 

Na 

32.3 

O.14Z 

]( 

37.8 

0.189 

Rb 

32.3 

0.180 

CS 

31.6 

0.186 

It appeal's that, if the data fol' lithium be included, there is no 
question about a constancy of the pl'oposed ratios III the group of 
the alkalis. 

1) RITZ. Oeuvres, p. 145. 
" ~) RITZ. I. C. p. 57. 

S) The last four numbers accOl'ding to RYDBERG, Rapports, etc. T, II. p, 219. 
Paris, 1900. 
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A more genera! form of the rule, first tested, bas been proposed _ 
by RUNGE 1): in every group of chemically j'elated elements the atomie 
weight is proportional to ti. power of the distanee of the lines of 
the doublet. Ol' expressed differegtly, when taking the logarithms 
of atomie weight and of distance as coordinates, the eorresponding 
points in a gl'OUp of chemically lelated elements are in a straight line. 

Our graphicaJ representation shows that for Na. 1(, Rb, Cs the 
mentioned rule- is beautiflllly fulfiIled, but that lIthium forms an 
exception. 

log. atomie weight. 

--7.---+-~.---r- ---,!=-----k-----;;..--- log. line dislanee 
~ ~ ~ u 

Rence we must conclude that the law connecting the fi'equency 
difference of the romponents of pair lines and the atomie weight 
is yet unknown to us. 

One observation roncerning the intensities of the lithinm pair 
6708 seeuls wOl,thy of record. With very smal1 vapour density the 
violet component is the most intense. With increased vapour den8ity, 

'a case to which Fig. 1 of the Plate relates, the ratIO of the intensi
ties is reversed and no more corresponds to th at of the sodium 
lines. With still greater densÎty new absorption lines appeal' in the 
vicinity of the lithium paÏl·. They merit a separate investigation, bilt 
they are pl'obably of the same nature as the line groups obsel'ved 
by WOOD 2) in the neighbourhood of se"eral lines of the principaI 
series ot sodium. 

1) RUl\GE alld PREGHT. Physik. Zeitsehl'. 4. 285, 1903. 
~) WOOD. Phil. Mag. 18, 530, 190fl. 
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